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1 Missed Calls Email Alerter description 

1.1 Overview 

Missed Calls Email Alerter can notify a user of a missed call on his IP Phone line, by sending an 

email. 
 

This application is useful both for companies that do not have a unified voice mail or when the voice 

mail does not send an email when the caller does not leave a voice message. 
 

The email notification is configurable and contains the time of the call, the number originally called, 
the caller's number and the caller’s name for internal calls (Display Name) and when reverse lookup 

is installed. Associated to an email-SMS gateway, it is also possible to send an SMS with this 

information. 
 

 
 

1.2 Architecture 

Missed Calls Email Alerter is based on a CTI Server that monitors all the phones that may require 
Missed Calls Email Alerter. After a ringing event, if the call is dropped on no answer or if the call is 

forwarded on no answer, it may be considered as missed and an email is sent to the user’s logged 
(Extension Mobility) or associated to the phone.  

1.3 Advances features 

The email notification is triggered, depending of the settings: 

- If not answered without being forwarded on no answer, 

- If forwarded on no answer to another number, 

- If forwarded on no answer to the voicemail, 

- Only if original called number is the same or not, 

- For external calls only or all calls, 

- Only if calling number is known or not,  
 
It is possible to check before sending the email that the called number is the number originally called 
(to avoid forwarded or redirected calls). 
 
If the originally called number is the number of a Hunt Group (call distribution), then the application 
will detect this and send an email to the user associated with the number of the CUCM Hunt Group 
(the originally called number). 
 
It is possible to limit MCEA use to the first line number, for instance to avoid sending notifications for 
second lines used as shared lines. 
 
The application automatically finds the CUCM user ID associated with the line number (phones 
associated or logged using Extension Mobility) and sends the email to the address filled in CUCM 
End User form. If the email address is not available in CUCM’s end user’s info, it is possible to 
generate it by appending the company’s domain name to the user ID or by searching the email 
address by user ID in LDAP or Active Directory. 
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If Shared Line Answered mode is enabled, it is possible to define a list of phones that will be alerted 
when another party has answered the call on one of their shared line. 
 
Missed Calls eMail Alerter can be interface with telisca’s IPS Global Directory core to do a reverse 
lookup based on the calling number. Then the calling name can be provided in the message. 

1.4 Reporting 

The application can send the emails by SMTP or Exchange. Email body can include html format. 
The title and body of the email may be customized and may contain information about the call. 
Messages are sent in two different languages depending of the CUCM user’s locale. A different 
message can be sent when the calling name is provided (internal calling party, reverse lookup) or 
not. 

 
A daily report is generated listing all missed calls treatments. 

 

 

1.5 Requirements 

 

Supported Cisco CUCM:  

• CUCM version 10.5, 11.5, 12, 12.5, 14  
 

Available on private cloud company.telisca.cloud 
 

On premise installation: 
   

Windows servers supported:  

• Windows Server 2012 R2 Essentials or Standard  

• Windows Server 2016 Essentials or Standard  

• Windows Server 2019 Essentials or Standard  

• Windows Server 2022 Standard 

   

• Minimum configuration: 1 vCPU, 4GB RAM, 70GB disk  

• Virtual Machine VMware vSphere, Hyper-V or Cisco UCS, Cisco UCS-E  

• SMTP or Exchange Server 


